
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of director,
enterprise architecture. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for director, enterprise architecture

Research, propose and support the adoption of new technologies within the
data and integration domains by collaborating with IT and business
leadership to influence decisions regarding technology investment
Evolve the Service Assurance toolset to support adoption of improve
employee and self serve experience, digitalisation of the internal processes,
adoption of new technology trends including virtualization and software
defined networks
Lead the IT delivery organization focused on best in class delivery through
optimized processes and systems capable of driving and supporting critical
business objectives and timelines, including establishing, forecasting,
managing and achieving all Capex/Opex financial objectives
Play a strategic role in various initiatives and decision making processes
including strategic business planning, work program planning, IT and
Financial governance & approvals, key financial/performance indicator
management, product selection and contract management, while proactively
addressing evolving business requirements and priorities
Build, lead and manage a team of enterprise architects and cross-functional
engineers
Define the vision, objective and processes that guide the inter-departmental
teams toward standardization and scalability
Work closely with the various technology departments to ensure IT projects

Example of Director, Enterprise Architecture Job
Description
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Drive continuous improvements in IT efficiency and effectiveness around
technology convergence, IT rationalization and standardized platforms for all
Connected Home and clinical healthcare portfolios

Qualifications for director, enterprise architecture

8+ years of experience architecting and delivering enterprise scale data
solutions (such as data warehouses, operational data stores, business
intelligence, ETL, master data management)
5+ years of experience with data management and data governance
practices and tools
Hands-on experience with commercial data management tools such as
Informatica Data Quality, Ab Initio Metadata Hub, Collibra, ASG-Rochade,
Adaptive, ERwin, ER/Studio
3 years of in-depth experience with various tools and frameworks of the big
data ecosystem across both open source and commercial distributions
(MapReduce, Spark, YARN, Pig, Hive, HBase, Kafka)
Master’s degree in computer science, or Master’s degree in engineering, or
Master’s degree in management of information systems
3 years in Financial Services/Card industry


